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Exquisite Arabian Specialities 
 

 Relish the Taste! 
 

A fabulous new recipe has been cooked up in 

the kitchens of Arabian food specialist Terra 

Rossa bringing the exquisite flavours of 

Jordanian herbs and spices combined with 

fresh aubergine, tangy tomato and just enough 

chilli to add a small amount of heat. 

Those who have already experienced Terra 

Rossa’s delicious hand-made Anglo-Arabian 

dips and sauces will be eager to try this latest 

new Aubergine and Tomato Relish. 

Based on the Great Taste award-winning Zaatar 

Passata, this relish is packed with fresh ingredients from tomatoes to roasted aubergines that are 

lovingly flavoured with exotic herbs from the Middle East including Jordanian Zaatar thyme mix, 

Sumac citrus berries, Pomegranate and Date molasses.  Naturally, it contains Terra Rossa’s award-

winning extra virgin olive oil adding a little extra bit of sunshine into every single jar. 

Just like all of Terra Rossa’s sauces and dips, the Aubergine and Tomato Relish is incredibly 

versatile; delicious spread onto bread or toast and the perfect pizza topping especially when 

combined with cheese and Terra Rossa’s Zaatar Sauce that is enhanced with the crunchy texture 

of roasted sesame seeds and pine nuts.  Hanan Samara of Terra Rossa explains: “Its delicious 

flavours transform any stew, simply fry some onion and garlic, and once softened add the 

vegetables, meat or fish of your choice, and stir in a few tablespoons of the relish and enjoy with 

couscous or rice.” 

It makes pasta an extra-special treat for the taste buds and is often enjoyed as a topping for 

Houmous, Baba Ghanoush and Avocado dips.  For those who like it hot, add a mouth-watering 

touch of spice with Terra Rossa’s hot chilli sauce Dukka Harrisa, which is hugely popular in Arabian 

regions and the real icing on the cake for this dip.  

In fact, if you love Arabian food this Terra Rossa relish guarantees to add an aromatic essence and 

rich flavour to any dish you cook.  Aubergine and Tomato Relish has an RRP of £4.50 for a 170gm 

jar and is distributed directly to food outlets by Terra Rossa.   

-ends- 

For further information please contact Hanan Samara on 020 8661 9695 or email info@terra-

rossa.com 


